INTERNATIONAL WATER COLOR EXHIBITION
NINTH YEAR. FROM MAY SECOND TO JUNE SECOND NINETEEN TWENTY NINE
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THE ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO
MAY SECOND TO JUNE SECOND, 1929
JURY OF SELECTION
FRANCIS CHAPIN
JOHN R. FRAZIER
WILLIAM STARKWEATHER

PRIZES

The prizes have been increased to the sum of Six Hundred Dollars beginning 1937.
1942  John E. Frazier  The Goudstik House, Provincetown
1943  Laura Knight  Readers and Butlers
1944  W. Emerson Harland  The Road from Chichester
1945  Caleb Witholt  A Mountain Farm
1946  Robert Eggle  Orchard, Snow
1947  Charles Hopkinson  Long Arm from Hotel Window, Florence
1948  John Ward  Butters
1949  Joseph W. Jicha  Bahamian Outpost, Nassau

Brown & Brosseau Purchase Prize of Five Hundred Dollars for a painting in the exhibition to be purchased for The Art Institute.
1946  W. Russell Flint  Wir Sands, Barbourgh
1947  W. Emerson Harland  The Skerries, Tampa Bay
1948  C. Edgar Horton  Note
1949  J. Scott Williams  A Pool in Shrewsbury, Otten

Two Ma. and Mrs. Frank G. Lookos Memorial Prizes of One Hundred Dollars for purchase or award as an incentive to artists working in water colors, to be awarded by the Committee on Painting and Sculpture of the Art Institute.
1947  Carl Schwabach  Girls Listening
1948  A. E. Ripley  Swedish Peasant Girls
1949  Jean MacLane  Along the Beach, England

Bernard A. Eichholtz Purchase Prize of Two Thousand and Fifty Dollars for the best painting by an American artist.
1941  Fred Snapp  A Reflection

Carlin & E. Kamore Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars for a non-

1940  George Pease Retits  Park Port
1941  John E. Costigan  Sheep at the Gate

William T. Utzels, Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars for a non-

1941  Clifford Acton  Cottages in Wales
1942  George Elmer Browne  Tunisia, Morocco
1943  John E. Costigan  Boy with Geese
1905 Richard F. Labay   Parish Theatre
1906 Paul L. Grill       Low Tide
1907 Pelvis Vada Howell  The Chief
1918 Leonard Richmond    Old House, Ventura
1919 Francis Chapin      Sheltered Harbor, Roscoff

Prizes Gave Anonymously: A One Hundred Dollar Prize for the best
painting produced by a young artist who has been working for a period of
not over two years, to be awarded by the Committee on Painting and
Sculpture of the Art Institute.
1905 Robert Brackett      A Composition
                        A Fifty Dollar Prize for the best water color produced by a young artist
                        who has been working for a period of not over two years, to be awarded
                        by the Committee on Painting and Sculpture of the Art Institute.
1909 David McCoub       Iowa Snow
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CATALOGUE

AMERICAN

YARNALL ABBOTT
1. ON THE QUAI

JEAN CRAWFORD ADAMS
2. SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

WAYMAN ADAMS
3. MOUTHING
4. THE WASH

CHARLES AVERY AIKEN
5. MY MOTHER

FRANK G. APPLEGATE
6. IN NEW MEXICO

EMIL ARMIN
7. BUENA VISTA
8. SANTA FE
9. THE STORM

ETHEL ASHTON
10. IN THE PARK

SARA BARD
11. THE NEPTUNE

NILE J. BEHNCKE
12. MIDNIGHT
Hungry
Helena BELCHER
HILDA BELCHER

13 HUNGARY

ANTIMO BENEDUCE
14 LIBRARY OF ST. MARK'S, VENICE
15 TERRACE, GARDEN OF QUEEN ELENA, SAN REMO

FRANK W. BENSON
16 ARIZONA COTTONWOODS
17 BIRCHES AND SNOW
18 CAPE COD TROUT BROOK
19 NEW ENGLAND WINTER

THERESA F. BERNSTEIN
20 GLOUCESTER FISHERMEN

CARROLL BILL
11 SPANISH CHURCH
12 THE YELLOW TAGUS

SALLY CROSS BILL
13 SPANISH MARKET
14 SPANISH MARKET
15 SPANISH MARKET

EMIL J. BISTRAN
16 THE PROMISE

ROSINA COX BOARDMAN
17 A LA CHRONIQUE
18 LA DESSOINNE

ARNE BODHOLDT
19 SNOW
Hot Weather, Seaside Resort, East Side, New York
MURRHEAD BOWE
FRANK BOYD
30. DINNER
31. LOUISE'S HOUSE
32. OLD T. WHARF

RUTHERFORD BOYD
33. BROADWAY JEWELRY
34. GARDEN SYMPHONY
35. SOMA FOUNTAIN
36. WINDOW-DRESSING

ROBERT BRACKMAN
37. A COMPOSITION
38. THE DREAMER

CLAUDE BUCK
39. PASTORALE

BUK
40. DRIFTING THOUGHTS
41. SEVILLANAS

CLARENCE H. CARTER
42. FULL DINNER PAIL, PARES
43. LAFONSON'S PRIDE

FRANCIS CHAPIN
44. BEGGLAR ON MONTMARTRE STEPS
45. BLUE CARNIVAL WAGON, PARIS
46. RICHOFF HARBOR FROM THE SHIPYARD
47. SHELTERED HARBOR, KOSOFOFF
   Awarded the William H. Tuthill Purchase Prize of One Hundred Dollars

MYRON CHAPIN
48. CACTUS, FIGURE AND FRUIT
Window-Dressing
Rutherford Boyd
MINERVA J. CHAPMAN

MR. J. L. C. Miniature
MISS M. E. J. Miniature
MR. M. R. Miniature
"DUANREA"
RICHARD A. CHASE
THE SEA COAST VILLAGE Miniature
STEEL MILLS Miniature

HY COHEN

ROOFS Miniature
ELEANOR R. COPELAND
MONHEGAN HARBOR Miniature

J. FRANK COPELAND
SUNSET, MONHEGAN Miniature

JOHN E. COSTIGAN
BATHERS Miniature
WINTER Miniature

GUSTAF DALSTROM
OLD SWEDISH TOWN

ANNITA DELANO

NAVAGO Miniature

JULIUS DELBOS
CHARTERS
GLOUCESTER
NEAR POSOLE
OLD HOUSES, GLOUCESTER
STERLING BRIDGE
A Composition

Robert Brackman

Awarded a John Hancock Silver Prize, given anonymously.
PRESTON DICKINSON

GEORGE ADAMS DIETRICH

PHIL DIKE

THOMAS H. DONNELLY

KENNEDO DAM PLAZA

A. J. DORNBUSH

LANDMARKS

WILLIAM H. DRURY

THE RAINBOW

TADOUSAC

GUY PÈNE DU BOIS

PATIENCE

PONT DU JOUR

GEORGE PEARSE ENNIS

CEDAR KEY, FLORIDA

FISHERMAN’S QUARTERS

THE GULF KEY

LAKE ON LUNA PLANTATION, FLORIDA

ROBERT LEE ESKRIDGE

BANANA LEAF

FEA, MAUPITI

LAGOON, BORA-BORA

STONE FISHING

TAHITIAN IDYLL

THROUGH THE JUNGLE

VILLAGE LIFE, MAUPITI
JOSEPH FEHER
88 LANDSCAPE
89 NOÉL L. FLINT
89 WATERFRONT, PROVINCE TOWN

EDGAR FORKNER
90 PITCHER OF FLOWERS
91 THE WINDOW-SILL

W. FORSYTH
92 THE BLACK COAT

FRANCES FOY
93 RUBRUM LILY

VERNONA E. GAVIN
94 BACKYARDS

TODROS GELLER
95 JERUSALEM

W. CONNER GILBERT
96 PORTRAIT
97 PORTRAIT
98 PORTRAIT OF MY SON

PAUL L. GILL
99 DORCHESTER
100 ON THE MAURICE RIVER
101 THE SPAR

S. LESLIE GILL
102 LOCALS
103 FERNS
104 REFLECTIONS, LOW TIDE
Portrait of the Mystic Past, V.
MARIE PELLAT-BRATHS
BERTRAM GOODMAN
  105 EMPTY BOTTLES
  106 TENEMENT ANGLES

GORDON GRANT
  107 HARBOR GULLS
  108 TUGS

DAVENPORT GRIFFEN
  109 FONTENAY GOSIPS

EDWARD T. GRIGWARE
  110 THE MISSISSIPPI

EMILY GROOM
  112 PROZEN HARBOR
  113 STUDY

JOHANNA K. W. HAILMAN
  113 TROPICAL MOONLIGHT

H. THEODORE HALLMAN
  114 ELANOBE H.

STELLA E. HARLOS
  115 RED ARROW PARK

MARIAN DUNLAP HARPER
  116 MRS. HAMILTON WALTER
  117 SILHOUETTE

GEORGE HART
  118 THE MISSISSIPPI
W. EMERTON HEITLAND

119 FISHING BOAT, BARBADOS
120 IN A VILLAGE, BARBADOS
121 IN THE HILLS, BARBADOS
122 MR. GENOVESE'S DOCK
123 THE OLD FERRY BOATS
124 THE ROAD TO HIGHLANDTOWN, BARBADOS
125 THE SUGAR MILL, BARBADOS
126 VILLAGE STREET, BARBADOS

LEO A. HENKORA

127 NEAR THE RIVER

STEFAN HIRSCH

128 CAULIFLOWER

A. COLBY HOCKINGS

129 ON THE BEACH

HELEN HOFFMAN

130 STILL LIFE

EMIL HOLZHAUER

131 BROOKLYN BRIDGE
132 THE CRABBAGE CHAMPION
133 FROM PECK SLIP
134 MILDRED
135 MONHEGAN VILLAGE
136 THE STEVENS COTTAGE

CHARLES HOPKINSON

137 MARSH
138 SUN AND SUMACHS
139 WIND AND DAZZLE

FELICIE WALDO HOWELL

140 FROM A BALCONY, NAPLES
141 FROM A WINDOW ON THE LEFT BANK, PARIS
EMMA HESS INGERSOLL
138 CHARLES
143 DAM
144 LITTLE RED SHOES
145 LOUISE
146 SPRING

WILLIAM JACOBS
147 STILL LIFE

JOSEPH W. JICH
148 BAHAMIAN COALMAN, NASAU
Awarded the Mr. and Mrs. Frank C. Rogers Medal with Fifteen Hundred Dollars
149 GRAY DAY AT NASAU

J. THEODORE JOHNSON
150 LA CÔTE VERMEILLE

LUCILE KAL TENBACH
151 MY HOME, A HOUSEBOAT ON THE SEINE

HENRY G. KELLER
154 DOWNPOUR IN THE VALLEY
155 VILLAGE IN THE FOOTHILLS

HARRY KIDD
154 SPANISH FISHERMAN

JANE SPEAR KING
153 JACKSON PARK BEACH

CHARLES R. KNAPP
156 WASHDAY

SAUL KOGEN
157 VENICE
Through the Jungle

Robert Lee Eskridge
EINAR LUNDQUIST
173 THE CABIN
174 RUIN OF INDIAN CHURCH

MILDRED LUTHARDT
175 A BARN IN THE DOLOMITES
176 A CRUCIFIX
177 VALLEY IN THE DOLOMITES

ANNA LYNCH
178 BERNICE
179 CHARLES

JEAN MacLANE
180 ALONG THE BEACH, ENGLAND
Awarded the Mr. and Mrs. Frank G. Logan Medal with Three Hundred Dollars
181 BATHERS
182 MATERNITY

CHARLES J. MARTIN
183 THE FACTORY
184 LANDSCAPE

ANTONIO P. MARTINO
185 FROM SPRING GARDEN STREET BRIDGE
186 SKETCHING

DAVID J. McCOSH
187 FARM, IOWA
188 IOWA SNOW
Awarded a Fifty Dollar Prize, given anonymously

HERBERT MEYER
189 APHRODITE ON THE SHORE

EDGAR MILLER
190 ON BUSH STREET
Harbor Gulls
Gordon Grant
GLEN MITCHELL

131 ANCIENT TOMB, CAIRO
134 ANIMAL MARKET, JERUSALEM
153 THE ARNO, FLORENCE
154 EGYPTIAN GIRL
155 IN THE GARDEN, ALEXANDRIA
156 MAIN STREET, SANTA, EGYPT
157 MOUNT OF OLIVES, JERUSALEM
158 STREET SCENE, ALEXANDRIA
159 SUNSET, ALEXANDRIA

MARGARET MITCHELL

220 PICTURE FOR A WHITE WALL

NELLY LITTLEHALE MURPHY

101 LATE FLOWERS
102 PEONIES AND ELEPHANT
103 POPPIES
104 ZINNIAS

W. E. MUSICK

105 MEXICAN CANARY
106 MONTOWA MOUNTAINS
107 THE BLU
108 TAOS

NURA

109 OUR VISITOR
110 WAITING FOR SANTA CLAUS

THORNTON OAKLEY

111 CAMARET
114 CHATEAELIN
133 CONCARNEAU
134 SAINT MALO

KENNETH WALDEMAN OLSON

215 TWISTED BREAD
ELLiot Orr
116 OVERCAST

victor petry
117 Nova Scotia Man

A. CONWAY PEYTON
118 Muscovite Gathering

Bertha Menzler Peyton
119 The Magazine
120 The Tenements

ANGElo pinto
121 Red Water Lily
122 The Schuylkill

Salvatore Pinto
123 Steel Derrick
124 Village

Alexander PORTNOFF
125 Plastic Drawing
126 Plastic Drawing

Walter W. Quirt
127 Canadian Highway
128 Pastured
129 Peaville
130 Scrap-yard

Virginia Randolph
131 In The Library

Saul Raskin
132 Building A Boat
133 Little Falls
Donatenborough Castle

Oliver Hall
WINOLD REISS
AUNT SOPHY
UNCLE SAM
WOMAN FROM LEKSAND

WILMER S. RICHTER
CHANGING SEASON
POTTERY SHOP, VANCE

ROBERT RIGGS
ALONG THE DELAWARE
THE PARK

A. LASSELL RIPLEY
BAY OF DOUARNANEZ
BRETTANY PEASANT GIRL
THE CLOTH MARKET
FETE UNDER THE TREES
JEAN AND JEANETTE
MARIANNE
OLD TREES, DINAN
THE PARSON OF ST. ANNE
THE PARSON ON THE HILL
THE Qual CONCARNEAU
THE SAIL MAKERS
THE SHRINE AT THE GATE
SUNLIGHT, SMORE AND CLOTHES
THE VEGETABLE MARKET
WOMEN WASHING

FLORENCE ROBINSON
ST. TROPEZ HARBOR, FRANCE

OLIVE RUSH
CHARCOAL PREPARING FOR PARADE

CHAUNCEY F. RYDER
IN THE RHONE VALLEY, SWITZERLAND
VALLEY AT VILLENEUVE, SWITZERLAND
The Sugar Mill, Barbados
W. Emerton Hefiland
WILLIAM SANGER
160  MARSH ROSES
161  ON THE SHEWSBURY RIVER

HAROLD SCHULTZ
164  MARCH, 1928

WILLIAM S. SCHWARTZ
173  A PEASANT HOME

FRANK H. SCHWARZ
164  LORENZA
165  ORLANDO
166  THE PAINTER

WILLIAM J. SCOTT
167  LANDSCAPE
168  BREAKER 41

HELEN SEWELL
169  SUMMER RESORT

MILLARD O. SHEETS
170  OLD RANCH

JAMES SOULNIER
171  NORTH STREET BANANAS

WILLIAM STARKWEATHER
172  FANTASY ON THE BLAKE THEME
172  FANTASY ON THE GOYA THEME
174  FANTASY ON THE GRECO THEME

JOHN STORRS
175  SEATED NUDE
From the Ramparts, Montreuil
R. Kirkland Jamieson
FREDERIC TELLANDER
176 DOWN THE CRAWFORD TRAIL
177 ON TRAIL UP MT. WASHINGTON

RAYMOND THAYER
338 HEY! HEY!
339 THE OLD ARTIST

ERNEST THURN
180 CHICKENS
181 CITY PARK
182 THE LITTLE HARBOR

BRADLEY WALKER TOMLIN
305 FLOWERS

GEORGE TRIMMER
384 TULIPS AND PRIMROSES

HERBERT B. TSCHUDY
185 PREPARING THE MEAL
186 THE YOUNG MOTHER

CAROLYN D. TYLER
187 MASTER ROBERT GIBSON
188 THE TREE FROM INDIA

LAURA VAN PAPPELENDAM

FRANCOIS VERHEYDEN
189 ORCHARDS, BRUGES, BELGIUM

H. A. VINCENT
190 THE HARBOR
Maternity
JEAN MACLAIN
LOUIS WALTER
THE DANCER

WILLIAM C. WATTS
ROAD IN CHINA AFTER A RAIN

MARSHALL I. WEAVER
THE CARAMELITE CONVENT

HARRY ALAN WESTON
A CAFE, AVILA
SHAWL MARKET, SPAIN
UNDER THE ARBOUR

HARRY H. WETHERALD
CONGDON STREET
THE LUCY

JOHN WHORF
AT ANCHOR, MOONLIGHT
BATHING
INDUSTRY
THE LAKE
MEDITERRANEAN PORT
THE PERGOLA
THE RED FOX
SCRUB PINES
SUNLIT MOUNTAIN
TENNESSEE SMOKIES

FRANK N. WILCOX
PEYÉE ROCK
VIEW OF BONAVENUE

LORAN F. WILFORD
AT CLOSE OF DAY
WINTER LIGHTS
Our Visitors
Nura
Drawing
Maximo Pacheco
MARGUERITE ZORACH

WILLIAM ZORACH

WATER COLOR

BRITISH

MUIRHEAD BONE

HOT WEATHER, SEASIDE RESORT ON THE EAST SIDE, NEW YORK

FRANK BRANGWYN

GOLDEN SAILS

IN THE DOCKS

STACKING CORN

GEORGE CLAUSEN

AN ESSEX FARM

EXCAVATION AT NIGHT

THE HAYSTACK

THE HEADLAND

THE MERRY-GO-ROUND

CLAUDE FLIGHT

HEADING THE BALL, FOOTBALL

WASHING CLOTHES IN A RIVER
Oxygeneit Rocks
Vladimir Pavlenky
GORDON M. FORSYTH
362  RUE DU HAM, CAEN

OLIVER HALL
365  DUNSTANBROUogh CASTLE
364  HIGH LYNN, NORTHUMBERLAND
363  A LANCASHIRE QUARRY

A. H. KNIGHTON HAMMOND
374  THE CROWDED BEACH

MARTIN HARDIE
365  THE RIVER
366  ST. ANDRÉ, CHARTRES
367  THE YOUNG AT HENS

STEPHEN HAWEIS
368  HOLOCANTHUS GRAY
369  PEPSI FISH
370  THE SUMBI PLAYER

W. T. M. HAWKSWORTH
371  BOSTON, LINCOLNSHIRE, ENGLAND
372  RICHMOND, YORKSHIRE
373  ROCHESTER, KENT, ENGLAND
374  SHIP IN DOCK

ALFRED HAYWARD
375  BOATS BY THE QUAY, VENICE
376  CHIOGGIA
377  RIVA DEI SCHIAVONI, VENICE

C. J. HOLMES
378  CLOUDS AND CHIMNEYS, BILLINGE
379  MOSSDALE MOOR
Building a Boat

Saul Raskin
CECIL A. HUNT
380 ALPINE VALLEY
384 CHINA CLAY, SOUTH DEVON
382 DEERLECH MINE, WALES
383 LAKE OF ANNCEY
384 LE PUY

R. KIRKLAND JAMIESON
385 A FIG TREE
386 FROM THE RAMPS, MONTREUIL
387 RAIN IN THE SOUTH OF FRANCE

P. H. JOWETT
388 BOATS ON THE SEINE
389 CHANTEMEBLE, FRANCE
390 EVENING ON THE SEINE
391 VÉTHEUIL, FRANCE
392 YORKSHIRE RIVER

DAVID MUIRHEAD
393 IN THE COTSWOLDS
394 LINLITHGOW PALACE
395 ON DUSPAN SHORE

H. DAVIS RICHTER
396 FREZIA
397 ICELAND POPPIES
398 WALLFLOWERS

WILLIAM P. ROBINS
399 WEST FRONT, VERRE CHURCH

HENRY RUSHBURY
400 PIAZZA FARNSE, ROME

A. REGINALD SMITH
401 CADIR IDRIS, NORTH WALES
402 PEN-Y-CHENT, YORKSHIRE
ETHELBERT WHITE
ACROSS LOCH GILL, IRELAND
BELOW THE SUSSEX DOWNS
THE COAST OF ACHILLES
THE NEW RICK
SPADE OAK LOFTS
THE SPANIARD’S INN, HAMPTSTEAD

GAYLORD F. WILKINSON
LANDSCAPE, WISCONSIN

DUTCH
JAN GREGOIRE
MARIA AND ELIZABETH
J. H. JURRES
DEATH OF JEZEBEL
JEZEBEL AND JEHU

WILLY SLUITER
ZUSDZERZ
SELF PORTRAIT

JAN SLUYTERS
CRYING BABY
SLEEPING BABY

ANTHONY THIEME
GYPSY CAMP
ROCKPORT BOAT-HOUSE

H. J. WOLTER
CANAL GRANDE, VENICE
PIAZZA, VENICE
FRENCH

PAUL CEZANNE
RAOUl DUFY
TLEMCEm

E. OTHON FRIESZ
IN TOULON HARBOR
SUBURBS OF TOULON

PAUL GAUGUIN
HEAD OF A NATIVE

ALBERT MARQUET
THE WHARF

FRANCIS PICABIA
YELLOW BEAST

PABLO PICASSO
HARLEQUIN

GEORGES ROUAULT

FISHERMAN
VIOLINIST

PAUL SIGNAC
LIS-LA-CROIX-HAUTE
PAUTRIEUx
ST. MALO, FRANCE
ST. MALO, FRANCE
ST. VALENTY-EN-CAUX, FRANCE
The Park
Robert Rigs
LUCIEN SIMON

MAURICE UTRILLO

MAURICE DE VLAMINCK

HENRY DE WAROQUIER

GERMAN

JOHN V. BLOOM

OTTO DIX

LYONEL FEININGER

CARL GROSSBERG
Fantasy on the Goya Theme

WILLIAM SPARKWEATHER
GEORG GROSZ

STREET CORNER

WASSILY KANDINSKY

ABSTRACT COMPOSITION

BROWN SPOT

DAMP VIOLET

IN BLUE

PAUL KLEE

COMPOSITION IN COLOR

OTTO MUELLER

AT THE SEA

MAX PECHSTEIN

ACROBATS

FISH AND POTATOES

PINK HOUSES

CHRISTIAN ROHLFS

BEFORE THE PROCESSION

COW AND DOG

HEN

KARL SCHMIDT-ROTTLUFF

CAT PETER

LANDSCAPE AT ASCONA

PASTORAL

PILGRIM

HUNGARIAN

ELENA DE HELLERBRANTH

MATTHEIAS CHURCH IN BUDAPEST
JAPANESE
FOUJITA

MEXICAN
MAXIMO PACHECO

PORTUGUESE
FRANCISCO FRANCO

ROUMANIAN
MARIE PILLAT BRATES

RUSSIAN
MARC CHAGALL

VLADIMIR PAVLOSKY
The Old Artist
Raymond Thayer